CHAPTER ONE: ANALYZING LOCAL NEWS PRODUCTION IN A PERIOD OF TRANSITION
THE CROSSROADS

In August of 2000, a hoary political institution—the Republican National Convention
(RNC), assembling in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania—met a new kind of media network. As the
national Republican Party descended on the city in the summer of 2000, its delegates were met
by hundreds of convention protesters carrying cell phones, video cameras, and old fashioned
pencils and paper notebooks, all calling themselves reporters, and all networked into a website
that displayed reports from the street protests as news broke. Growing out of the 1999 World
Trade Organization protests in Seattle, and expanding to several other American and European
cities in the months that followed, these Philadelphia protester-reporters identified themselves as
members of Philadelphia Independent Media Center (Philly IMC, or “Indymedia.”) and promised
their readers overtly biased political reporting, by amateurs, directly from the scene of anti-RNC
protests. As the political protesters clashed with Philadelphia police on the Convention’s second
day — “thousands of roving demonstrators and helmeted police faced off in intersections around
the city yesterday afternoon,” the Pittsburg Post Gazette wrote, “trading blows at some junctures,
while in Center City several delegate hotels locked their doors … as the two sides sparred for
control of the streets,” --amateur Indymedia journalists did more than simply comment on the
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drama as it unfolded. They were instrumental in documenting it online for a mass audience. The
Indymedia volunteers were amongst the first group of digital activists to directly pose the question
of who counted as a legitimate journalist in an era of low-cost, digital information gathering and
distribution.
Six years later, at the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of
Pennsylvania, a few of the radical reporters that had first stormed the journalistic barricades
during the 2000 Republican Convention sat down with local bloggers, newspaper editors, cable
TV executives, and new media thinkers to plot a future for local news coverage. The pace of the
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changes buffeting journalism, changes that first announced themselves in dramatic fashion during
coverage of the 2000 Convention, had only accelerated in the intervening half-decade since the
RNC. “Do-it-yourself journalism” was no longer a practice confined to political radicals and
occupational anarchists-- it had manifested itself as part of a “war-blogging” revolution, a
“mommy-blogging” revolution, a YouTube revolution, a MySpace revolution, a Flash Mob
revolution, a “hyperlocal citizens’ media” revolution, and in hundreds of other trends that lacked
only a catchy moniker. Perhaps more ominously, the first signs of deep economic distress inside
the news industry had begun to filter out of Philadelphia; in late 2005 the Knight-Ridder news
chain, which owned both daily newspapers in Philadelphia (and had, for decades, posted profited
double-digit profit margins) announced it was breaking itself up and selling its multiple media
assets. In the face of the citizen media explosion and these distant economic rumblings, the
Annenberg meeting was nothing like the 2000 occupational uprising that saw radical journalists
eviscerate the “lackeys of the corporate press” and professional journalists snidely dismiss their
scruffy, decidedly non-objective challengers. Instead, participants in the oddly titled “Norg’s
conference” came together, in their words, “in a spirit of cooperation … to save local news in
Philadelphia.” The Norg’s conference was one of the first meetings to explicitly raise the question:
could traditional journalists and the new crop of professional-amateur hybrids work together in
2

order to improve local journalism?

On February 22, 2009, three years after the Norg’s conference, a decade after the
earliest meetings to plan a “global Indy Media news network,” and twelve years since the first
newspapers in Philadelphia went online, the journalistic center finally collapsed. Philadelphia
Media Holdings, the local ownership group that had purchased the city’s two leading news
institutions—the Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily News— amid much hope,
goodwill, and optimism, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The news was first broken by a local
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blog, analyzed breathlessly on Twitter, and reported (hours later) in lengthy, accurate depth by
the bankrupt newspapers themselves. While both the Daily News and the Inquirer continued their
daily print ruins, and while local ownership was quick to insist that the filing was little more than
an “organizational restructuring,” it was hard not to see the bankruptcy as one of the closing acts
in a twelve year transition from an old to a new media system. Perhaps the citizens of
Philadelphia overheard, in these developments, the dying gasp of an old world; perhaps they
caught the cries of a new one. Perhaps they barely noticed, or simply shrugged. The bankruptcy
of the Philadelphia newspapers was one of the first events to raise the question: would local
newspapers—and indeed, institutional news providers or all kinds—survive the combination of
digital tsunami and the economic crash? If they didn’t, would it matter?
Whatever the ultimate meaning of the signal moments highlighted above-- moments of
confrontation, cooperation, and collapse-- this dissertation is a chronicle of this time of transition,
as filtered through the struggles, joys, and stories of a single city. Historians of early print culture
label the period between the invention of the printing press by Guttenberg in 1439 and the year
1500 the incunabula, or “cradle”; a time when metal typography was designed to mimic the
calligraphy of script, when monks wheeled printing presses into their scriptoria, and when the
Abbot Johannes Trithemius would first valorize the work of hand-copying in his book “De Laude
scriptorum” and then rush to have his work printed en masse. Scholars of digital journalism lack
a wonderful Latinate word like incunabula. Nevertheless, we may be living in a similar transitory
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period. Attempts to understand this transition, to “grasp it with both hands,” and then to analyze it
in a rigorous, focused, and empirical way take up the bulk of the pages that follow.
To add structure to the admittedly difficult task of compiling a “history of the present,” this
dissertation focuses on three primary questions: how is the authority of local journalism
changing? How is the work of local journalism changing? Are changes in both the work and
authority of journalism leading local journalists to collaborate across institutional boundaries; are
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changes in work leading to an increased “working together” on the part of various professional
groups and institutionalized and deinstitutionalized media makers? Trying to answer these three
questions, I argue, will give us an insight into shifts in media production that transcend the
specificities of the present age. Scholarship that analyzes moments of “in-between-ness,” periods
between the collapse of one system and the emergence of another, is rare. Through an
examination of journalist authority, work, and collaboration, this dissertation aims to document
one of these liminal historical moments.

UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSITION: AUTHORITY, NETWORKS, AND FLATNESS

Authority

If we review the questions first implicitly posed by Indymedia activists in 1999 and 2000,
and then by the rush of citizen media makers and media activists since-- who is a journalist?
What do journalists do? What do you need to know in order to be one? Who decides? — It should
be clear that they revolve around conflicts over journalistic authority. The question of “who is a
journalist and who decides?” can be seen as either a rephrasing of Zelizer’s classic question,
“how do half-jumbled wisps of conversation become full blown news stories … told with a
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knowing and certain voice” or as an attempt to interrogate the origins of what Starr called
“cultural authority“: “the probability that particular definitions of reality and judgments of meaning
6

or value will prevail as true.” When pondering the best lens through which to approach these
questions, I settled on a concept of occupational and professional jurisdiction analyzed by
7
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Andrew Abbott and other sociologists of the professions. For occupational groups to claim some
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element of cultural authority, Abbott agues, they must claim a distinctive area of competence
(called “jurisdiction”) marked by a claim to possess a certain domain knowledge brought to bear
on, and articulated through, daily work. Different occupational groups can compete for journalistic
jurisdiction, either by appropriating the work of other groups or by redefining the core
competencies of journalistic knowledge. The question of journalistic authority could thus be
reinterpreted as a question of jurisdiction: what forms of work and varieties of professional
knowledge are emerging within local journalism networks, and how are these intersections of
work and knowledge themselves the subject of occupational struggles? A research project
answering these questions would concern itself with what journalists do, what they know, and
how both what they do and what they know are part and parcel of jurisdictional struggles.
There are few substantively advanced theories in the scholarly literature on media,
technology, communications and journalism dealing with how journalistic authority and jurisdiction
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are changing in our new era, though there is a wealth of online discourse on the topic, much of it
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quite valuable . For that reason, much of what follows is descriptive and empirical. Much of the
underlying analysis in this dissertation acts an attempt to grapple with the first and third of the
three topics mentioned above—the topic of “what journalists do” and the topic of jurisdictional
competition amd collanboration-- as a first round in a larger study examining journalistic authority.
Although questions of journalistic knowledge (“what journalists know”) are only touched upon
here, I do hope to begin to add some flesh to the bones of notions journalistic authority, with
further elaboration on journalistic knowledge to come in later research.
Before beginning to answer these questions, however, I want to briefly outline my use of
three methodological tools that framed my research: a double conception of networks and the
Analysis (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1977); K. M. Macdonald, The Sociology of the
Professions (New York, NY: Sage Publications Inc, 1995)
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notion of empirical flatness. All three of these concepts can serve to further illuminate the
nuances of journalistic authority; they also shed light on how aspects of newswork and
possibilities of cross-network collaboration (and with these possibilities, aspects of jurisdictional
competition) are mutating as the institutions of journalism and structures of journalistic authority
decompose.
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Networks (1): Network as Method

In the following sections, and indeed, throughout this thesis, the word “network” carries
with it a double meaning. It is both a research method and the object that that research method
attempts to analyze. In attempting to study collaboration across institutional boundaries and the
potential creation of “news networks,” we must embrace a method that is deeply sensitive to the
very possibility of network formation. The first step in cultivating this heightened sensitivity is to
ratify the methodological ability to step outside, and then return to, the physical space that has
been the site of most ethnographic research on journalistic work: the newsroom. It is essential to
keep this double meaning of the word “network” firmly in mind. To study the creation (or noncreation) of cross-institutional news networks, we must also adopt a networked mode of analysis.
Most of the existing literature on journalistic work has both focused on the newsroom as
the appropriate site for empirical fieldwork, and has seen the definition of the actual object of
study—of the definition of “journalism,” in other words-- as relatively unproblematic. This is
obviously no longer the case; the very social conditions that have lead me to formulate the
questions asked here also make determining who, exactly I want to study more difficult. A review
of the extensive scholarly literature on journalism, news, labor, and knowledge creation, detailed
fully in Appendix 1 has provided a few methodological hints on ways to answer the questions
posed above. For starters, my research should span the boundaries of the conventional
newsroom in order to analyze networks of journalistic practice. I also draw on social network
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analysis along with a variation on a sub domain of the science studies literature (actor network
theory) in order to break down the dichotomy between journalistic “insiders” and “outsiders"—in
order to avoid, as it were, solving my definitional problems in advance. Finally, I wanted my
analysis to be as descriptive and “flat” as possible, taking seriously the very uncertainty currently
infusing the world of journalism and resisting any attempt to assume differences in power,
knowledge, or categorical classification before beginning the project.
How do these general thoughts translate into a specific method I can use to answer my
questions? In short, as news production decentralizes, traditional methods of exploring the
behavior of journalists “at work” grow ever more problematic. This is not an argument to the effect
that examining journalists at work is methodologically meaningless; rather, it merely points out
that the question of where journalistic work occurs is a difficult one. If this has always been true
for journalism, it is now doubly so, as the internet and assorted digital technologies flatten and
disperse the (post)modern workspace. To overcome these difficulties, Howard
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argues that two

strands of research—the traditional, ethnography and social network analysis—can, be combined
as a network ethnography in order to analyze online “communities of practice.” The network
ethnography uses ethnographic field methods to analyze field sites chosen via social network
analysis. “Active or passive observation,” writes Howard, “extended immersion, or in-depth
interviews are conducted at multiple sites or with interesting subgroups that have been
purposively sampled after comparison through social network analysis.“
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The notion of networks,

in other words, can serve as a useful methodological lens through which to holistically view the
entire ecology of a particular news environment.
I made the particular methodological choice to focus on local news production for two
reasons, one scholarly and one normative. While the scope of the literature on journalism and the
media has expanded in the past decade, most of the classic academic work on journalism still
revolves around national political news. This study aims to counteract that bias towards
prestigious media institutions and presidential elections. Also, I chose to study local news
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production because of an overriding interest in democratic participation and political life. I remain
convinced that our most genuine opportunities for meaningful political engagement lie at the local
14

level, making local media production a vital force in shaping a genuinely participatory society.
Likewise, Philadelphia, Pa. was chosen as a possible field site for both scholarly and
practical reasons. Perhaps the best full-length academic work on local journalism is Phyllis
15

Kanniss’ Making Local News, which itself is largely set in Philadelphia.

This dissertation may be

seen as something as a sequel to that unjustly overlooked book, even if my concerns and
methods are quite different than Kaniss’. Philadelphia also possesses a vibrant online community
and was the home of some of the earliest experiments in both citizen and alternative journalism.
Its newspapers have been at the center of some of the economic crises now affecting the
newspaper industry as a whole. It has a strong sense of itself as a particular place, along with a
healthy dose of boosterism and civic pride. It was easily accessible from New York City, but it
was not New York City, a far more complex urban environment where the line between local,
national and international news is harder to draw. Finally, it was likely that I would be able to gain
a significant amount of access to Philadelphia newsrooms and bloggers because of my extensive
pre-research networking in the area.
Prior to the formal start of my location-specific, qualitative fieldwork, I conducted two
long-term ethnographic projects that had a major impact on my eventual research and findings.
For more than 7 years, I worked as a participant observer at the New York City Independent
Media Center (NYC IMC), conducting media education workshops, writing news articles for a biweekly alternative newspaper, and serving as the website editor for the http://nyc.indymedia.org.
I also served as an organizational coordinator during multiple protest “convergences”-- including
anti-World Economic Forum (WEF) protests in the Fall of 2002, numerous anti-war protests in the
winter of 2003, and protests at the Republican National Convention in 2004—during which
Indymedia citizen journalists provided large amounts of news coverage. Although this lengthy
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period of immersion in citizen’s media production occurred in New York, not in Philadelphia, the
two organizations were part of the same global participatory media network and my time at the
NYC IMC gave me a deep insight into the work processes, cultural self-understandings, and
tensions inherent in citizen’s media projects. I applied many of the lessons I learned in New York
to my field research at the Philadelphia IMC-- it helped me in knowing what questions to ask,
what tensions to probe further, and who to talk to. Along with my participant observation at the
New York IMC, I participated in the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism’s
foundational reporting class, Reporting and Writing 1 (RW1). During RW1, I analyzed class
lectures and pedagogical techniques, participated in writing projects, and conducted formal
qualitative analyses of student work and instructor feedback. My research in RW1 is not formally
included in this dissertation (I plan to use it in a future project); nevertheless, immersion in a basic
journalism-training program gave me an understanding of the bedrock techniques and
assumptions inherent in journalistic practice. This understanding helped when I analyzed the
inner mechanics of news work, and helped me converse with many of the journalists I observed
“in their native tongue.”
Having completed my two New York City projects, and having chosen Philadelphia as a
suitable location for fieldwork, I then constructed two social network maps of the online
Philadelphia media sphere, drawing on data compiled through both Issuecrawler and Morningside
Analytics. Morningside Analytics methods “draw on social network analysis … to uncover
Attentive Clusters—communities, large or small—that share knowledge and focus attention on
particular sources of information and opinion.”
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network location software, consist[ing] of a crawler, a co-link analysis engine and three
visualization modules. It is server-side software that crawls specified sites, captures the outlinks
from the specified sites, performs co-link analysis on the outlinks, returns densely interlinked
networks, and visualizes them in circle, cluster and geographical maps”
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Philadelphia blogosphere gave me clues, to quote Howard, regarding the local news networks’
“central nodes,’ [its] periphery, “bridges,” “clusters,” and “connectors.” The maps gave me a very
early, very rough sense of what newsrooms I should observe, what bloggers I should interview,
and so on [see fig 1.2, and 1.3]

FIG. 1.1: THE PHILADELPHIA NEWS SPHERE

FIG. 1.2: THE PHILADELPHIA NEWS SPHERE, CENTER CLUSTER

FIG. 1.3: THE PHILADELPHIA NEWS SPHERE

Even before I began the later stages of my analysis, it was possible to draw several early
clues about journalism in Philadelphia from the social network maps, subject, of course, to further
ethnographic verification. On the Morningside Analytics map (see fig 1.2), the structure of the
Philadelphia media sphere was fairly clear—there was a powerful, centralized core of A-list blogs,
and an increasingly less powerful but large secondary list. Unlike other online maps analyzed by
Morningside Analytics, the dominant structural feature of the Philadelphia blogosphere was the
divide between key bloggers and “everybody else,” a distinction that transcended differences in
political ideology or subject matter. Within this center core (fig 1.3), two additional sub-groups
emerged: a more dominant; cluster that was largely professional, often paid, and primarily news
focused (the 8 blogs on the center left), and a second group, running off commercial blog
software like Blogger or Wordpress, whose content appeared more personal and narrative
oriented, and less newsy.
On the issue crawler map, on the other hand, two main clusters appeared. The first was
similar to the central blog cluster that appeared on the Morningside Analytics map and included
many of the same websites. A second cluster, however, emerged around a cluster of national leftleaning political blogs, located near the top of the map. One of my initial speculations—a
speculation that would largely be confirmed by later news diffusion analysis (see Chapter Five)-was that there existed a special category of “bridge blogs” between these two clusters, a set of
blogs that wrote about both local and national issues and thus brought local issues to the
attention of a national audience. Finally, local, non-“bloggy” websites like septa.org,
readingterminalmarket.org, philamuseum.org, appeared on the far fringes of the issue crawler
map.
I want to emphasize at this point that these social network maps functioned only as a
general analytical guide. I wanted avoid letting my view of Philadelphia media become “overstructured” by the visual representation of a mathematical algorithm. To aid in that effort, I
supplemented my maps with a much more substantive ethnographic approach to choosing my
field sites, I began this process by attending a large conference in Philadelphia in March of 2006
that invited professional and amateur journalists to discuss the future of local news in

Philadelphia. Spurred by the pending sale of the Philadelphia Inquirer and Philadelphia Daily
News, the conference would go on to play a large role in my dissertation research. For now,
however, I want to simply emphasize that it served as a methodological check when choosing
field sites and interviewees. Actor-network theory, with its emphasis on the work needed to both
“construct the social” and its skepticism towards letting pre-existing structures dominate our
empirical thinking, also helps serve as a methodological check-- asking, as it does, for us to
slowly and carefully follow our various actors in and out of the networks they inhabit.
In this spirit, and for more than two years, I conducted what amounted to a “virtual
ethnography”
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of the a Philadelphia media reform group, participating in their list-serve

discussions, analyzing their individual member websites, and periodically meeting and conversing
with various members. During this time, I gained a fairly basic understanding of the landscape of
the Philadelphia news sphere—who major bloggers and “citizen journalists” were, how they
interacted with the area newspapers, what their opinions were of more radical participatory media
projects, and what some of the major economic, cultural, and political issues were in the area.
The forty attendees at the conference and the hundreds of networked websites listed on
the maps above also created a relatively clear set of qualitative subjects and points of access.
Not all of them were accessible during the course of my fieldwork: some websites disappeared,
and some informants were unavailable or unwilling to speak with me. The Spring of 2008 marked
a transition period from online research, content analysis, and digital observation to the real thing,
a process that began in late spring and lasted until early fall, with a follow up period of
observation in January 2009. I spent five months in Philadelphia newsrooms, talking to
journalists and watching them work. Part of this time was also dedicated to detailed open-ended
and semi-structured interviews with bloggers and citizen journalists, as well as attendance at
industry meetings and so-called “blogger meetups.” In the end my qualitative analysis included 11
offline field sites, 21 online field sites (many of which overlapped with the offline sites), and 49
semi-structured and open-ended interviews with bloggers, reporters, editors, and alternative
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media makers (see my bibliography for a complete list of offline and digital field sites and
interviewees).
During my five months of direct observation I took daily, extensive field notes, usually by
hand. One of the nicer aspects of newsroom fieldwork, at least from a methodological point of
view, is that the news day usually begins in the late morning, a fact that gave me the early
mornings to transcribe my notes from the previous day. During the process of note taking and
transcription, I kept a running series of cross-tabulated digital folders, into which I inserted
relevant conversations, observations, or interviews. Out of these folders I formulated a smaller list
of major points or insights, also categorized by general topic (i.e., “journalistic work,” “how
reporters and bloggers interact,” and so on). From this smaller list, I began to organize individual
chapters. After the substantial completion of each chapter, I provided my informants with copy to
critique and comment upon. Finally, in the Winter of 2008-09, I arranged a series of follow up
interviews with many of my key informants, attempting to address major unanswered questions
and also to get a sense of how the local situation might have changed in the intervening half year.
In sum: using a combination of social network analysis and field research, key bloggers
and independent journalists in a particular urban area (Philadelphia, Pa.) were chosen in an effort
to understand how journalist work and work together in the digital age. This was supplemented
with ethnographic observation in Philadelphia newsrooms. I undertook a 60-month process of
iterative, qualitative fieldwork, both on-and offline, with the most intense period of observation
occurring between April and August 2008. In the months before to and after that intensive
summer period I did extensive research into the history of journalism and media in Philadelphia
using both primary and secondary source documents. I also conducted more than 49 open and
semi-structured interviews with journalists, editors, activists, bloggers, and media executives to
gain insight into old and new forms of journalistic work.

Networks (2): Network as an Object of Analysis

To understand the emergence—or the non-emergence—of a certain kind of news
network, we need to utilize a method that was highly attuned to the possibility of their existence. I
called this process a “networked ethnography.” But what does it mean to be “sensitive the
possibility of the existence of a news network?” After all, when discussing “news networks” most
communications scholars have historically referred to “the big three” television networks, ABC,
NBC, and CBS. The usage of “news network” in the following work carries very different
connotations than it has in past communications scholarship, a usage that is becoming
increasingly widespread in fields as diverse as organizational sociology, new media history, and
some of the more widely referenced online writings about the future of the journalism in a digital
age.
In a widely cited blog post from 2006, online media theorist Jeff Jarvis first formulated the
19

concept of what he called “networked journalism:”

“Networked journalism” takes into account the collaborative nature of journalism now:
professionals and amateurs working together to get the real story, linking to each other
across brands and old boundaries to share facts, questions, answers, ideas,
perspectives. It recognizes the complex relationships that will make news. And it focuses
on the process more than the product … In networked journalism, the public can get
involved in a story before it is reported, contributing facts, questions, and suggestions.
The journalists can rely on the public to help report the story; we’ll see more and more of
that, I trust. The journalists can and should link to other work on the same story, to source
material, and perhaps blog posts from the sources After the story is published — online,
in print, wherever — the public can continue to contribute corrections, questions, facts,
and perspective … not to mention promotion via links.
Jarvis’ notion of “networked journalism” also resonated with an another new media
20

concept introduced around the same time, the notion of “pro-am”

reporting: a system of

newsroom organization in which “professional journalists -- editors and reporters – [worked] with
citizen journalists to engage in the kind of investigative reporting that not even the largest
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newsrooms could undertake.”
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A number of national initiatives under the banner of “pro-am” or

“networked” journalism arose in the months and years following the emergence of these concepts
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in online space, including Assignment Zero , Off the Bus , the Sunlight Foundation project
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“Exposing Earmarks,”

and others. It would be no exaggeration to say that the notion of a

networked, hybridized,
To better understand how these various online journalism theorists conceive of a news
network, it might be useful to compare their idea to their countervailing image of a news silo. In a
news silo, all aspects of the news work process would be under the organizational control and
branding umbrella of a centralized institution. An example of this notion of the news silo can be
seen in Gans’
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description of news organizations as “assembly lines managed by decision

makers with quasi-military roles,” in which one newspaper editor described the daily routine as
26

“‘like screwing nuts on a bolt.’”

In a news network, on the other hand, various aspects of the

news work process would be carried out and managed within separate or diffused organizational
infrastructures. Through either the visible inscription process afforded by the world wide web
(linking out) or though a formal to semi-formal series of work distribution processes and
institutional collaboration, a news network would, as pithily summarized by media futurist Jeff
27

Jarvis, “do what it does best, and link to the rest.”

Rather than a newspaper “city desk” in which

a set of reporters working on particular beats would submit news content to editors, who would
publish that content in a particular newspaper or a website, a “networked” city desk would
supplement its own paid stable of reporters by excerpting and linking to amateur bloggers, citizen
journalists, and even the content of competitor news organizations.
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FIG. 4.3: NEWS SILOS AND NEWS NETWORKS
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It is important to emphasize that the two contrasting models put forward by these online
theorists are, at best ideal types; indeed, we must wonder, from a historical perspective, whether
anything like the “news silo” imagined has ever actually existed. News organizations, by their very
nature, are characterized by a high degree of permeability and by the fundamental need to share
and transmit information, even if the dominant news model for much of the modern era has
stressed the “scoop” and the unique contribution of individual reporters or organizations to the
fact gathering process. In managerial terms, even the most silo-esque news institutions have
traditionally relied on a stable of paid freelancers, syndicated columnists, and other, more
deinstitutionalized news workers. That said, the notion that the future of news institutions lies in
their deinstitutionalization—whether that deinstitutionalization comes in the form of increased
online linking
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or professional reporter and amateur citizen journalist partnerships,

— has

become a dominant image in the age of online journalism.
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These arguments about the “networked” nature of new forms of journalistic work can be
seen against the larger backdrop of a growing emphasis in a diverse group of literatures on what
Fred Turner has called a “networked mode of technocratic organization.”
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The “new” economic

st

and organizational sociologies have pointed to the emergence of the “21 century firm” as a “a
world of work in which jobs disappear and projects ascend … The boundaries of many firms have
become so porous that to focus on boundaries means only to see trees in a forest of interorganizational relations … enmeshing firms in all manner of different relationships and markets
that were traditionally called industries.”
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The relationships between these new work structures

and shifts in the technological infrastructures of communication have been analyzed in staggering
32

detail by Castells,
34

Florida

33

applied to journalism by Dueze,

celebrated by writers like Howkins and

and, and criticized by a diverse array of more traditionally Marxist and autonomist
35

theorists.

From an entirely different standpoint, the importance “networked mode of

organization” has been a consistent theme of within science and technology studies and, in
particular, the strain of that field known as “actor-network theory” (ANT)-- especially as these STS
36

concepts have been applied to more traditionally sociological concerns . Benkler, from a
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technologically-oriented law and economics perspective, has written extensively on the manner in
which new information infrastructures afford new forms of collaborative networked production that
operate parallel to both the hierarchical firm and the traditional market.
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Turner and Boczkowski,

finally, have done the most to assemble these various perspectives on the networked mode
within a single body of communications scholarship; Turner’s work, in particular, brings the
organizational, technological, and communicative aspects of networks to bear on his history of
the emergence of the cyberculture and his chronicle of the rise of Stewart Brand and Wired
magazine. Turner unites these various perspectives in his concept of the network forum:

a place where members of [different] communities came together, exchanged ideas and
legitimacy, and in the process synthesized new intellectual frameworks and new social
networks … Media … think-tanks, conferences, even open air markets—all can serve as
forums in which one or more entrepreneurs gather members of multiple networks, allow
them to communicate and collaborate, and so facilitate the formation of both new
38
networks and new contact languages .
Within Turner’s history, these networks forums served to do more than unite the
members of various organizational and occupational “tribes” together in a warm bath of procybernetic culture; they played a key role in guiding the wider triumph of the “network mode”
itself. For Turner, the network forums facilitated by Stewart Brand and represented by the Whole
Earth Catalog, WELL, and Wired magazine became “prototypes of the shared understandings
around which they [were] built. These networks, in effect, helped build a future in which
networked, cybernetic modes of thinking and acting would become commonplace.
The recent on and offline theorizing about the possibilities and potentials of networked
journalism, along with the varied yet related deployments of “network terminology” discussed
above, had the effect of making me highly sensitive to the various ways in which journalists and
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journalistic organizations in Philadelphia were and were not working together, were and were not
assembling themselves into new collaborative networks, were and were not building various
network forums, and so on. In the attempt to construct a localized history of a particular moment
in the development of digital journalism, it is not enough to simply describe how news work is
changing, nor is it enough to probe how changes in journalistic authority were shaping new and
old forms of institutionalized and deinstitutionalized journalism. We must understand the ways in
which changes in newswork relate to developments within a “networked mode” of thinking, living,
st

working. As the pages below shall show, the early history of 21 century news production must
be seen as more than the triumphant development of new forms of networked journalism, and the
rise of new network entrepreneurs. This history must be seen, at least in part, as an unbundling of
the news as well. To weave new networks together, in other words, old networks also often
decompose. History provides no guarantee of whether, when and how these decomposed objects
might be made whole again.

Flatness

To bring method to bear on questions of authority, work, and collaboration in the new
news ecosystem I embraced a double notion of “networks.” A third useful methodological tool – or
perhaps, more of a mental attitude than a tool-- was a one that envisioned both newswork and
cross-institutional collaboration as analytically “flat.” Just as the concept of networks might be
useful in understanding how journalists worked together, so could the tool of flatness be helpful in
thinking about journalistic work in new ways. This tool, once again owes much to actor-network
theory and science and technology studies more generally, though it is not reducible to either and
serves here as more of an analytical guide than a distinct and rigorous method.
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It is an attitude

that sees the act of a reporter constructing a news story as a process of assembling (or
gathering) a variety of news facts (most often, documents, sources, and direct observations) and
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Again, for an in-depth discussion of the literature on news and actor-network theory see Appendix 1,
“Literature on Newswork and Network.”

turning them into a story. For an editor or web producer, it is an attitude that sees the process of
constructing a newspaper or a news website as a process of assembling a variety of “flat” news
stories into a larger news object. For potential institutional collaborators, finally, the institutional
world is also a flat world; assembling a world of institutional news producers and turning them into
a news network is, at its root, the same process as assembling news stories or newspapers.
Obviously, this vision of flatness represents a particular, entirely schematic view of how the
newswork unfolds. Reporting is not a flat activity (some news objects are seen by reporters, in
fact as less flat than others). News story assemblage is also not a flat activity, and neither is
institutional collaboration. However, by assuming flatness, we become highly sensitive to the
many cases when, in fact, flatness does not apply. If we assume all news facts are equal and that
all institutional collaborations and assemblages are as possible as all others, we become acutely
aware of the case that, in fact, this is not the situation at all. By forcing ourselves into a view of
the world that is two dimensional, we become particularly attuned to depth—we come particularly
attuned to all the times when a theoretically possible assemblage does not, in fact, emerge.
Notions like networks and flatness should not be seen as existing as ends in and of
themselves. Rather, as I have repeatedly emphasized, the goal of the pages that follow is to
understand changes in the world of local journalism during a period of transition. To better grasp
these changes, I have chosen to focus on questions of shifting journalistic authority, changes to
journalistic work, and the degree to which new forms of journalistic collaboration are
compensating for changes in newswork and institutional, cultural authority. To the degree that
thinking in terms of flat networks is helpful in this regard—and may be even more helpful in
eventually seeing the new journalistic universe as not flat at all, but rather as a world of hills,
mountains, and chasms, these methods and mental attitudes are useful.

OVERVIEW

This dissertation aims to answer big questions-- questions about journalism’s authority,
institutions, and modes of work-- by thinking small. Chapter Two provides an overview of the

recent history of Philadelphia journalism, using the development and redesign of key local
websites as a lens through which to discuss changing visions of journalistic producers and users.
Chapter Three analyzes new and old forms of journalistic work, dividing current journalistic
practices into four main categories: reporting, editing, web production, and “community
conversation.” Chapter Four examines attempts to collaborate, to build short and long term
networks of professional and non-professional journalists in Philadelphia. Chapter Five
documents the process of “news diffusion” in the new media environment. Chapter Six, finally,
looks at the difficulties that institutions and collectives have had in stabilizing and rationalizing
their news production networks.
The most intriguing findings usually emerged when spaces usually separated by either
cultural mindsets or analytical practice rubbed up against each other, when patterns of behavior
or thought seemed to cross the borders between journalists, bloggers, reporters, and radical
media makers. In addressing the question of how the character of journalistic work is shifting, for
instance, Chapter Three and (to a lesser extent) Five reached the somewhat surprising
conclusion that a number of traditional news practices, news judgments, and varieties of
newswork have not dramatically changed, even in 2009. To the degree reporting and editing are
changing, it is in inverse proportion to their degree of insularity from web-grounded notions of
changing concepts of news time, reporting at a distance, and increased demands from content.
That said, there are also emerging forms of newswork more directly tied to the genre of purely
online journalism. These included conversational and reportorial forms blogging, as well as
practices of online news production. These new genres of newswork transcended the boundary
between professional and volunteer journalistic categories —or rather, transcended the between
institutional and de-institutionalized journalism. With regard to the specific question of changes to
news judgment—shifts in how journalists “decide what is news,” I argued in Chapter Three that
an increased knowledge of the behavior of the news audience, made possible by new digital
measurement techniques, has tied certain forms of online news judgment more closely to a
primitive image of market behavior and to a “culture of the click.” My broadest observations,
(made in Chapter Six) documented the increasingly precarious nature of news work.

Chapters Four, Five, and Six investigated the emergence of new, trans-institutional news
networks, and came to a second surprising conclusion. With online discussions of “networked
journalism” ringing in my ears, and armed with theoretical tools like the notions of the “network
forum” and “networked news environments,” I entered Philadelphia prepared to see news
networks everywhere. I did not. Instead, I witnessed cross-institutional innovation at the edges of
the ecological news space, flashes of collaboration, and occasional attempts of by network
entrepreneurs to build new network forums. For the most part, however, I observed fading
institutions that were slow to change and organizations—even newer, more digitally native
ones—whose rationalized structures both enabled the production of valuable journalism but also
erected high barriers around a variety of networked collaborative possibilities. I documented, for
instance, that trans-institutional collaboration between journalistic producers and organizations
occurred most often during special projects or during large events; it appeared more rarely within
daily practice, and what would seem to be the easiest collaborative act- the act of linking out to
other websites— was usually done the least. Organizational executives offered a managerial
explanation when accounting for their difficulties in collaborating and linking; the problem, they
argued, was less one of perceived differences in professional or cultural capital (though that was
often an issue) and more an organizational inability to envision the rationality of collaborative,
non-firm or non-market based newswork. Although other (non-market, non-firm based)
mechanisms of organizing the production of journalistic goods might have been possible, my
research showed that these alternatives were often not even imagined as options. Chapter 6 also
argues that news institutions and networks are increasingly fragile, which is itself an outcome of
the institutional inability to construct less formally rationalized forms of collaborative news
production.
These findings lay the groundwork for my conclusions regarding the current state of
journalistic authority. I noted earlier that a claim to occupational authority might be defined as a
jurisdictional claim in which a certain form of knowledge is ratified through work. My analyses of
newswork and trans-institutional network building bear on each of these aspects of the
jurisdictional processes. Throughout my analyses of various news labor practices, I consistently

found that the work of reporting—defined formally in Chapter Three— lay at the jurisdictional core
of the journalistic process. De-institutionalized bloggers dismissed their very own clams to
journalistic status by noting that they “didn’t do reporting.” Newspaper columnists emphasized
that what distinguished them from mere online pontificators was the fact that they “reported.”
Bloggers affiliated with more traditional news outlets appropriated and redefined the blogging
form in the service of reporting. Both the rhetoric and practice of new and older newsworkers
consistently emphasized that reporting “is the one thing that journalists do that our online
competitors can’t.” While new entrants to the local news ecosystem (such blogs and various
citizen journalism projects) looked to be in the processes of redefining and expanding newswork
practices, these newer work forms had yet to penetrate the center of the Philadelphia journalism
network. In a sense, local journalists have abandoned their outer defenses and have retreated to
the heart of their institutional fortress; reporting, their jurisdictional argument goes, is the
journalistic skill that is most valuable and also the most difficult to replace.
As documented extensively in Chapter 6, however, it is reporting itself that has been
rendered the most precarious and fragile by the economic, social, and cultural waves that
washing over journalism during this period of transition. This irony lies at the heart of the early
21st century crisis of reporting. The core of journalism – the activity that separates it from most of
the other forms of cultural production—seems to be the most difficult to fund, and because it is
the most difficult to fund, it is the most occupationally valuable. And that is not all. The knowledge
claims of journalism (the “other half” of the jurisdictional claim, the aspect of that claim concerned
with the social good that journalistic knowledge makes manifest) are also under threat from digital
practices embedded in new socio-technical infrastructures. One of the paradoxical conclusions of
Chapter Two, tracing the history of the “local internet” in Philadelphia, is that notions of place,
community, and, most importantly, “public,” are problematized on the web. Many of the news
organizations I examined in this chapter sought to recreate a sense of the “comprehensive public”
online, an effort that largely resulted in failure. The inability of journalism to make good on its
ultimate knowledge claim—the claim that it renders the public corporeal, through reporting—has
become materially visible on the internet.

The general failure of local organizations to weave together a news production network
out of the unbundled structures and practices of decomposing news institutions have thus
resulted in a deeply fractured system of journalistic authority. Deinstitutionalized news producers
are forging their own unique work practices and knowledge claims, just as more traditional
journalists and reporters retreat to their ever more precarious jurisdictional core. Each set of
organizational actors, while thoroughly enmeshed in an ecological system of news circulation and
diffusion, trundles along under its own power and according to its own institutional logic . While it
is unlikely that such a system of authoritative anarchy is permanent, the following pages
document the very real difficulties faced by institutions and organizations hoping to “network the
news.” We may, as John Dewey notes “exist and operate in association“;
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nevertheless, our

organizations are always “an achievement, a process, a consequence, a set of resistances
overcome, and a precarious effect.”

41
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It would be impossible to claim that the research here represents the last word on 21
century newswork. The scholarship below is local, provisional, and aimed at a target whose

contours are shifting daily. Indeed, the economic and organizational situation in Philadelphia was
changing so fast that I often despaired that the research presented in these pages would be out
of date in years, if not months or days. In the end, however these are the journalistic times we live
in. I eventually found peace with the notion that this dissertation is a kind of history-of-the-present;
it has become history at the moment it is written, and by the time it is ever read it might sound like
the echo of a long distant age. Even echoes are useful, however: they remind us of the way
things once were. This journalistic moment is not utopia; it is, however, worth remembering.
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